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ABSTRACT: Structural characterization by neutron diffraction,
supported by magnetic, SHG and μ+SR data, reveals that the n = 2
Ruddlesden-Popper phase La2SrCr2O7 adopts a highly unusual
structural configuration in which the cooperative rotations of the
CrO6 octahedra are out of phase in all three Cartesian directions
(ΦΦΦz /ΦΦΦz; a-a-c-/ a-a-c-) as described in space group A2/a. First
principles DFT calculations indicate that this unusual structural ar-
rangement can be attributed to coupling between the La/Sr A-site
distribution and the rotations of the CrO6 units, which combine to
relieve the local deformations of the chromium-oxygen octahedra.
This coupling suggests new chemical ‘handles’ by which the rota-
tional distortions or A-site cation order of Ruddlesden-Popper phases
can be directed to optimize physical behavior. Low-temperature neu-
tron diffraction data and μ+SR data indicate La2SrCr2O7 adopts a
G-type antiferromagnetically ordered state below TN ~ 260K.
Introduction
The ABO3 perovskite structure is adopted by complex metal oxide
phases with a very wide variety of chemical compositions. Indeed it
is possible to incorporate all the transition metals within perovskite
frameworks, many of them in a number of different oxidations states.
The ubiquity and chemical diversity of perovskite oxide phases pri-
marily arises from the intrinsic thermodynamic stability imparted by
the close packed nature of the structure (the framework can be
thought of as being derived from a cubic close packed lattice). How-
ever, unlike many other structure types derived from close-packed
arrangements, the perovskite structure can form thermodynamically
stable phases incorporating combinations of A- and B-cations with a
large range of radius ratios, due to the mechanical flexibility imparted
into perovskite frameworks by the facile collective rotations of the
constituent, apex-linked, BO6 octahedra.
In addition to imbuing the perovskite framework with mechanical
flexibility, the tilting and twisting distortions of perovskite oxide
phases can have a large influence on their physical properties. This
can be seen most directly by observing that these facile collective
distortions typically lead to changes (tightening) of the B-O-B bond
angles between linked BO6 octahedra, while leaving the internal co-
ordinates of the BO6 units largely unchanged. As a result the distor-
tions of transition metal perovskite oxides predictably modify the
alignment of, and thus the interactions between, the d-orbitals on
adjacent transition metal centers. Thus by adjusting the B-O-B bond
angles of a phase by modifying the A:B cation radius ratio (conven-
iently parameterized as the Goldschmidt tolerance factor, t = <A-
O>/√2×<B-O>)1 the electronic band width of a system can be tuned
to drive a change from metallic to semiconducting behavior, as ob-
served for the LnNiO3 (Ln = lanthanide) series.2 Similarly, the B-O-B
bond angle can also be used to tune the strength of superexchange
interactions in insulating phases, as observed for the LnFeO3 series.3
Over and above modifications to the electronic and magnetic cou-
pling between B-cations, the cooperative structural distortions of
perovskite phases can have a more dramatic influence on the physical
behavior of materials, because they lower the crystallographic sym-
metry of the perovskite framework, allowing phases to exhibit behav-
ior forbidden on symmetry grounds in materials with the cubic lattice
symmetry of the undistorted, aristotype perovskite structure. Many of
the most desirable symmetry-dependent physical behaviors, such as
ferroelectricity, piezoelectricity and second-harmonic generation
(SHG), require a lifting of inversion symmetry. Unfortunately, the
reciprocal nature of the collective rotations of the apex-linked BO6
units in perovskite frameworks means that in a material in which the
BO6 units are continuously linked in all three dimensions, inversion
symmetry can only be broken by these rotations if they are combined
with A-site or B-site cation order.4-7
The requirement to control both the cation order and the collective
tilting and twisting distortions of perovskite phases significantly in-
creases the synthetic difficulty of preparing non-centrosymmetric
(NCS) materials. Fortunately, some relief can be found in the recent
theoretical and experimental observations that inversion symmetry
can be broken in the layered variants of the perovskite structure by
the collective rotations of the constituent BO6 octahedra alone, with-
out the need for cation order.8 Thus, for example, if the appropriate
collective tilting and twisting arrangement of the BO6 octahedra is
induced into an A3B2O7, n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper phase,9,10 or an
A’AB2O7, n = 2 Dion-Jacobson phase 11-15 the inversion symmetry of
the aristotype structures can be broken to yield NCS materials.
It is clear from the examples above that the collective rotations of
the octahedra in phases with 3D perovskite, or related 2D Ruddles-
den-Popper or Dion-Jacobson structures, can have a decisive influ-
2ence on the physical properties of materials with these structure
types. This provides a strong motivation to develop a better under-
standing of the factors that influence which of the many possible
ordered tilting and twisting schemes is adopted by a particular phase,
so that we can better direct these structural distortions to tune materi-
als to exhibit desired behavior.
In this paper we describe the detailed structural characterization
and analysis of the n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper oxide La2SrCr2O7. Ini-
tially this phase was prepared to act as a substrate for a topochemical
fluorination study focused on synthesizing phases containing Cr4+.16
However detailed analysis of the structure of La2SrCr2O7 revealed a
novel interaction which couples the A-site La/Sr cation distribution to
the ordered twisting distortions of the CrO6 octahedra, offering the
opportunity to tune one of these structural features by modifying the
other.
Experimental
Synthesis. Samples of La2SrCr2O7 were prepared by grinding to-
gether suitable quantities of La2O3 (99.999%, dried at 900 °C),
SrCO3 (99.99%), Cr2O3 (99.97%) and then heating the mixtures in air
at 1000 °C for 20 h to decompose the carbonate. The resulting mate-
rial was then pressed into 13 mm diameter pellets and heated at 1460
°C for 4 periods of 55 h under flowing argon.
Characterisation. X-ray powder diffraction data were collected
using a PANalytical X’pert diffractometer incorporating an
X’celerator position-sensitive detector (monochromatic Cu Kα1 radi-
ation). Neutron powder diffraction data were collected using the
GEM diffractometer (ISIS neutron source, U.K) from samples con-
tained in cylindrical vanadium cans. Rietveld profile refinements
were performed using the GSAS suite of programs.17 Magnetization
data were collected from powder samples using a Quantum Design
MPMS SQUID magnetometer in an applied field of 100 Oe. The
µ+SR experiments were carried out at the Swiss Muon Source, PSI,
Switzerland. In a µ+SR experiment, spin-polarized muons were im-
planted in the bulk of a material and the time-dependence of their
polarization monitored by recording the angular distribution of the
subsequent positron decay. Powder SHG measurements were per-
formed using a modified Kurtz-NLO system 18,19 incorporating a
pulsed Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm. The equipment
and methodology has been described in detail previously.20
DFT calculations. First principles calculations were carried out
using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package.21,22 The PBEsol
exchange-correlation potential and projector augmented wave pseu-
dopotentials23,24 were used throughout. The valence electron config-
urations for each pseudopotenial were: 5s25p65d16s2 for La; 4s24p65s2
for Sr; 3s23p63d54s1 for Cr; and 2s22p4 for O. The calculations were
spin-polarized and included a Hubbard U of 4.0 eV for the Cr 3d
electrons (changing U to 2.0 or 6.0 eV did not qualitatively change
the results of our structural analysis of the A2/a structure). A com-
plete study on the effects of including a Hubbard U on the La 4f elec-
trons was not performed, but our results indicate that this would
mainly reduce the amplitude of octahedral rotations in our relaxed
structures, which does not alter our conclusions. Relaxations were
considered converged when the force on each atom became smaller
than 1 meV/ Å. A plane wave cutoff of 600 eV was used throughout,
a 6x6x1 Monkhorst-Pack mesh was used for the 24-atom simulation
cells and a 4 x 4 x 1 Monkhorst-Pack mesh was used for all other
simulation cells. This energy cutoff and k-point mesh resulted in an
energy difference between relaxed Amam and I4/mmm structures that
is converged to within 0.05 meV per formula unit, compared to high-
er plane wave cutoffs and denser k-point meshes.
Results
Structural refinement of La2SrCr2O7. X-ray and neutron powder
diffraction data collected from La2SrCr2O7 could be readily indexed
using an orthorhombic unit cell (a = 5.492 Å, b = 5.479 Å, c = 20.182
Å) consistent with a distorted n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper type struc-
ture. The extinction conditions of the diffraction data indicate an A-
Figure 1. (Top) The in-phase (Ψ, a+) and out of phase (Φ, a-) rota-
tions of apex-linked octahedra. (Bottom) A representation of the
refined structure of La2SrCr2O7 viewed along the (1,1,0) direction.
Grey, green and red spheres represent La/Sr, Cr and O respectively.
centering of the unit cell, with the stated setting of the lattice parame-
ters.
Aleksandrov and Bartolome performed a symmetry analysis of the
possible cooperative twisting distortions of the BO6 octahedra in
A3B2O7 n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper phases.25 They used a notation to
describe the cooperative twisting of the BO6 octahedra in which Ψ 
describes a distortion in which neighboring octahedra are rotated in
the same direction (in-phase) and Φ describes a the rotation of neigh-
boring octahedra in opposing directions (out of phase), as shown in
Figure 1. In addition it is observed that the rotations of octahedra
around the z-axis are distinct from those around x- or y-axes.
The A-centered orthorhombic extinction conditions observed in the
diffraction data collected from La2SrCr2O7 are compatible with the
symmetry of 6 of the cooperative distortions described by Aleksan-
drov and Bartolome, as listed in Table 1. Thus crystallographic
3Space
Group Tilt System Glazer Tilt
χ2 wRp
(%)
Rp
(%)
Acam 00Ψz/00Ψz a0a0c+/ a0a0c+ 7.20 5.16 4.10
Acaa 00Φz/00Φz a0a0c-/ a0a0c- 6.68 4.98 3.98
Acmm ΦΦ0/-Φ-Φ0 a-a-c0/a-`a-`c0 6.83 5.02 4.01
Amam ΦΦ0/ΦΦ0 a-a-c0/a-a-c0 6.26 4.81 3.80
Amam ΦΦdis/ΦΦdis a-a-cdis/ a-a-cdis 6.19 4.78 3.77
A21am ΦΦΨz /ΦΦΨz a-a-c+/ a-a-c+ 6.08 4.73 3.72
A2/a ΦΦΦz /ΦΦΦz a-a-c-/a-a-c- 5.75 4.60 3.64
Table 1: Fitting statistics from the structural refinement of
La2SrCr2O7 using models based on the distortions of n = 2 Rud-
dlesden-Popper phases. Φ indicates an out of phase rotation, Ψ 
indicates an in-phase rotation, dis indicates a disordered rotation.
models were constructed to describe La2SrCr2O7 with each of these
cooperative distortions, and these models were refined against the
neutron powder diffraction data. We have adjusted some of the space
group settings from those described by Aleksandrov and Bartolome,25
as described in the Supporting Information. During the refinement of
the models, all atomic positional and displacement parameters were
allowed to refine freely, and the La/Sr distribution over the 9-
cordinate and 12-cordinate A-cation sites was allowed to refine with-
in the constraints of the total sample composition and that each cation
site must remain fully occupied. Close inspection of the neutron dif-
fraction data revealed a set of weak additional diffraction peaks con-
sistent with the presence of small amount of LaCrO3, and so this was
added to the model as a second phase.
The refinement of all models proceeded smoothly and it became
clear that the two structural models which are distorted by rotating
octahedra around all three Cartesian axes (A21am and A2/a) give
superior fits to the data compared to models which only rotate the
octahedra around one or two of the three Cartesian axes. The sym-
metry analysis by Aleksandrov and Bartolome shows that in addition
to the A21am and A2/a models there is a further ‘3-twist’ cooperative
distortion described in space group Pnam (ΦΦΨz /ΦΦ-Ψz) which
should be considered as it can be thought of as a hybrid of the A21am
and A2/a distortions. Attempts to refine this model against the data
were unsuccessful as strong diffraction features predicted by the
model were not observed in the data (χ2 ~ 8.5). An additional model
in which the twisting of the octahedra around the z-axis is disordered
(space group Amam) was also considered and refined against the
data. To support the spacegroup symmetry determination, SHG
measurements were performed on La2SrCr2O7. No SHG signal could
be observed, within the sensitivity of the apparatus, strongly suggest-
ing that La2SrCr2O7 adopts a centrosymmetric crystal structure.
The fitting statistics of the 7 different models are given in Table 1.
It can clearly be seen that the ΦΦΦz /ΦΦΦz distortion model in space
group A2/a gives the best fit to the data. Further support for the A2/a
model comes from examining the refined structure in space group
A21am as this model yields chemically unrealistic A-cation arrange-
ments (as described in detail in the supporting information) which in
combination with the lack of observed lack of SHG activity, elimi-
nate this model from consideration. We therefore conclude the struc-
ture of La2SrCr2O7 is best described by the A2/a model. Details of the
refined structure of La2SrCr2O7 are given in Table 2. Selected bond
lengths (Table S1) and plots of the observed and calculated data
(Figure S1) are shown in the Supporting Information. A representa-
tion of the refined structure of La2SrCr2O7 is shown in Figure 1.
Magnetic Characterization of La2SrCr2O7. Magnetization data
collected from La2SrCr2O7 in an applied field of 100 Oe show a di-
vergence between zero-field cooled and field cooled data below
285K which increases dramatically below 260K with an associated
local maximum in the zero-field cooled data at this temperature,
Atom x y z Fraction Uiso (Å2)
La/Sr(1) ¼ 0.7416(9) 0 82(2)/17(2) 0.0069(1)
La/Sr(2) 0.2449(8) 0.7485(6) 0.1818(1) 58(1)/42(1) 0.0056(2)
Cr(1) 0.2509(16) 0.2491(14) 0.0974(1) 1 0.0013(1)
O(1) ¼ 0.2205(12) 0 1 0.0096(3)
O(2) 0.9869(10) 0.9981(25) 0.1008(1) 1 0.0098(1)
O(3) 0.5055(9) 0.5025(21) 0.0921(1) 1 0.0106(2)
O(4) 0.2412(13) 0.2649(8) 0.1982(1) 1 0.0091(3)
La2SrCr2O7 – space group: A2/a
a = 5.4917(3) Å, b = 5.4798(3) Å, c = 20.181(1) Å, β = 89.87(1)º 
volume = 607.35(9)Å3
phase fraction = 96.7(1) weight percent
LaCrO3 – space group: Pnma
a = 5.469(2) Å, b = 7.762(5) Å, c = 5.512(2) Å
phase fraction = 3.3(1) weight percent
χ2 = 5.75, wRp = 4.60%, Rp = 3.64%
Table 2: Structural parameters for La2SrCr2O7 refined against
neutron powder diffraction data collected at 298K.
Figure 2. Plots of zero-field cooled and filed cooled magnetization
(top), ordered magnetic moment extracted from fits to neutron pow-
der diffraction data (middle) and muon oscillation frequency (bot-
tom) collected as a function of temperature from La2SrCr2O7.
4consistent with canted antiferromagnetic behavior, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.
Neutron powder diffraction data collected from La2SrCr2O7 at 5 K
show additional diffraction features compared to analogous data col-
lected at 298K, consistent with the presence of magnetic order at low
temperature. The additional diffraction features can be indexed using
the crystallographic unit cell indicating a magnetic ordering vector k
= 0. A magnetic symmetry analysis using the Sarah code 26 was per-
formed on La2SrCr2O7 (space group A2/a) to yield 4 irreducible rep-
resentations each consisting of 3 basis vectors, as described in the
supporting information. These symmetry compatible magnetic mod-
els were refined against the low-temperature neutron diffraction data
and it was observed that the magnetic diffraction intensity was best
accounted for using the irreducible representation corresponding to
Shubnikov group A2’/a’ which is a G-type antiferromagnetic model
with spins aligned parallel to the crystallographic b-axis as shown in
Figure 3. This irreducible representation allows for weak ferromag-
netism along both the crystallographic a- and c-axes (consistent with
the weak ferromagnetism observed in the magnetization data) how-
ever these components of the magnetic lattice were too small to ex-
tract from the diffraction data, so were set to zero.
Neutron powder diffraction data collected on warming the sample
indicate that the ordered moment of La2SrCr2O7 declines from a val-
ue of 2.51(3) μB per chromium center at 5K to zero at 260 K, as
shown in Figure 2. Strong persistent oscillations were observed in
zero-field μ+SR data collected from La2SrCr2O7 at 5 K, consistent
with long range antiferromagnetic order (Figure S4). These oscilla-
tions declined in frequency with increasing temperature and ultimate-
ly disappeared from the signal at T ~ 260 K, as shown in Figure 2, in
agreement with the antiferromagnetic ordering temperatures observed
in the magnetization and neutron diffraction data.
Figure 3. The magnetic structure of La2SrCr2O7 refined from neutron
diffraction data at 5K. Ordered moment = 2.51(3)μB per Cr center.
Discussion
While it is clear from diffraction data that La2SrCr2O7 crystalizes
with an n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper type structure, deducing which of
the many cooperatively distorted structures it adopts is more chal-
lenging. The structural distortions differ from the high-symmetry,
aristotype n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper structure by small displacements
of the oxide ions and A-cations and so leave only modest signatures
in the diffraction data. As a result it is necessary to use a variety of
symmetry-based arguments to confirm that the ΦΦΦz /ΦΦΦz distor-
tion model in space group A2/a, which refines to give the best statis-
tical fit to the diffraction data, is actually the distorted structure
adopted.
Of the three distorted n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper structures that re-
fine to give the best statistical fits to the diffraction data (Amam,
A21am, A2/a), the lack of SHG activity eliminates the polar A21am
structure from consideration. In addition, the observation of weak
ferromagnetism in combination with G-type antiferromagnetic order
is incompatible with the distorted structures in space group Amam
(ordered or disordered). Thus the A2/a distorted model is the only
remaining candidate structure. The validity of the structural assign-
ment is further reinforced by the observation that only the A2/a mod-
el yields a structure with chemically realistic atom displacements.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of an n = 2
Ruddlesden-Popper phase adopting a ΦΦΦz /ΦΦΦz distorted struc-
ture. Given that the major driving force for the distortion of A3B2O7,
n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper phases is thought to be the mismatch in A-
and B-cation radii, it is rather unexpected that La2SrCr2O7 adopts a
novel structural distortion because the ratio of A- to B-cation radii, as
measured by t, the tolerance factor, is similar to that of many other n
= 2 Ruddlesden-Popper phases, which adopt more common structural
distortions. For example, using Shannon ionic radii to estimate the
tolerance factor of phases,27 we observe that the value calculated for
La2SrCr2O7 (t = 0.977) lies between those of La2SrFe2O7 (t = 0.963)
and La2BaFe2O7 (t = 0.983) both of which crystalize with undistorted
structures (space group I4/mmm),28 leading to the expectation that
La2SrCr2O7 would do likewise.
An explanation of the unusual distorted structure adopted by
La2SrCr2O7 can be provided by observing that in addition to the unu-
sual tilting scheme, the phase also exhibits a highly unusual distribu-
tion of the La and Sr cations over the 9-coordinate ‘rocksalt’ and 12-
coordinate ‘perovskite’ A-sites of the lattice. A survey of n = 2 Rud-
dlesden-Popper phases which have two or more different A-cations
reveals the larger cation will preferentially occupy the 12-coordinate
perovskite A-site, with the degree of ‘A-cation order’ exhibited by a
phase (i.e. the degree of deviation from a purely statistical cation
distribution) being dependent on the difference in size and/or charge
between the different A-cations. Thus for example YSr2Mn2O7 and
HoSr2Mn2O7 29 adopt structures with as strong preference for locating
the larger Sr2+ cation on the 12-coordinate A-site due to the large
difference in the radii of Y3+/Ho3+ compared to Sr2+ (9CN radius: Y3+
= 1.075 Å; Ho3+ = 1.072 Å; Sr2+ = 1.31 Å).27 In contrast LaSr2Mn2O7
and NdSr2Mn2O7 adopt structures with statistical A-cation disorder
30,31 due to the small size difference between La3+/Nd3+ and Sr2+
(9CN radius: La3+ = 1.21 Å; Nd3+ = 1.16 Å)27. In this case A-cation
order can be recovered by reestablishing the size difference between
Ln3+ and AE2+, by replacing Sr2+ with Ba2+ (9CN radius: Ba2+ = 1.57
Å),27 as observed for Nd2BaMn2O732.
The structural trends described above lead us to expect that the
La3+ and Sr2+ cations present in La2SrCr2O7 will distribute them-
selves over the A-cation sites in the n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper lattice
to favor the location of Sr2+ on the 12-coordinate perovskite A-site,
or at a minimum to have a statistical 66:33 La:Sr cation distribution
on both the 9- and 12-coordinate A-sites. However, as shown in Ta-
ble 2, the perovskite A-sites of La2SrCr2O7 are occupied by 82(2)%
La3+ and 18(2)% Sr2+, while the rocksalt A-sites are occupied by
58(1)% La and 42(1)% Sr – the reverse of what is expected. As a
result the average radius of the cations on the perovskite A-site is
5smaller than those on the rocksalt A-site, suggesting this highly unu-
sual situation could be the origin of the usual structural distortion
observed for La2SrCr2O7.
First-Principles Theory. We performed a series of first-principles
Density Functional Theory calculations in order to gain further in-
sight into the unexpected A-site cation ordering pattern and ΦΦΦz
/ΦΦΦz tilting scheme observed for La2SrCr2O7. Are these two struc-
tural features related, and if so, how? As we are focused on structural
features and trends we assumed ferromagnetic ordering of spins on
the Cr ions throughout most of our analysis. We verified that antifer-
romagnetic ordering of spins does not qualitatively change our re-
sults, as explained in the Supporting Information.
First, we performed full structural relaxations starting from the ex-
perimentally determined structural coordinates for the space groups
and tilting schemes shown in Table 1; the Sr and La cations were
placed on their expected sites, that is, Sr on the 12-coordinate perov-
skite A-site and La on the 9-coordinate rocksalt A-site. The Acaa and
Acmm structures both relaxed into I4/mmm, whereas the A2/a, A21am
and Pnam structures relaxed into Amam. In other words, tilts about
the c axis relaxed out for each structure, suggesting that octahedral
tilts about c are energetically unfavorable without some disordering
of the Sr and La sites. This is further corroborated by phonon calcu-
lations on La2SrCr2O7 in the I4/mmm and Amam space groups: lattice
modes corresponding to octahedral tilts about c are stable (have real
frequencies) in both space groups, indicating that such distortions are
not energetically favorable.
Next, we explored the effects of Sr/La disorder by starting from a
fully relaxed I4/mmm structure and systematically generating a series
of symmetry-unique structures (for a 24-atom simulation cell) with
differing Sr/La distributions. Within this unit cell, any A-site disorder
breaks the I4/mmm symmetry with the resulting space group depend-
ing on the exact distribution of Sr and La cations. We found that
without any structural relaxation, switching any Sr cation in a 12-
coordinate site with any La-cation in a 9-coordinate site raises the
energy by at least 0.8 eV/formula unit (f.u.).
After full structural relaxation, the I4/mmm structure with Sr and
La on their expected sites remains the lowest in energy by approxi-
mately 20 meV/f.u. Hence, our results thus far suggest that without
some disordering of the Sr/La sites, octahedral tilts about the c axis
are energetically unfavorable, but without octahedral tilts the Sr and
La cations prefer to be in the perovskite and rocksalt layers respec-
tively. Disordering of the Sr and La cations appears to be related to
the experimental observation of the ΦΦΦz /ΦΦΦz tilting scheme –
why?
Our computational framework does not allow for fractional occu-
pancies, so it was necessary to investigate structures with many dif-
ferent specific distributions of Sr/La in order to enable comparisons
between theory and experiment. Rather than trying to exactly repro-
duce the observed Sr/La distribution, our goal was rather to explore
structural trends across a range of different distributions, which in-
cludes the experimentally observed one. Starting from a 48-atom
simulation cell (four formula units), we constructed a series of struc-
tures with the following Sr/La distributions: 0/100 in rock salt, 100/0
in perovskite; 12.5/87.5 in rock salt, 75/25 in perovskite; 25/75 in
rock salt, 50/50 in perovskite; 37.5/62.5 in rock salt, 25/75 in perov-
skite; 50/50 in rock salt, 0/100 in perovskite. Hence, this simulation
cell can accommodate Sr/La distributions that approximate the ob-
served one (42/58 in rock salt, 18/82 in perovskite) reasonably close-
ly as well as the various octahedral twisting patterns considered in the
experimental structure refinements. Investigating every possible ar-
rangement of Sr and La cations for each distribution would be ex-
tremely computationally intensive (there are approximately 500 pos-
sible – not necessarily symmetry unique – structures for the 48-atom
unit cell we are using), so we selected 36 arrangements “by hand”
with a mix of the Sr/La distributions listed above. We noticed from
our calculations in a 24-atom simulation cell that structures with
multiple adjacent Sr cations tended to have higher energies. This
Figure 4. Relaxed energies per formula unit (f.u.) of our 108 struc-
tures with varying La/Sr distributions with respect to the energy of
the Amam reference structure with La/Sr cations on their expected
sites (we take the energy of this structure to be the zero of energy,
indicated by the horizontal dashed line). Color and shape of points
indicate the ratio of Sr/La distribution and initial ionic positions re-
spectively. Note that in many cases plot symbols overlap The hori-
zontal axis is labeled by arbitrary structure numbers corresponding to
Table S3. The structures are sorted by the Sr/La ratio and the mean
distance between Sr cations in our relaxed Amam structure after
swapping Sr/La positions, but before any further relaxation. A gen-
eral tendency for energy to be lowered as the Sr cations spread out is
evident.
tendency prompted us to select arrangements with the Sr cations
spread out in a 48-atom simulation cell, which we expected to also be
lower in energy. We also included several arrangements with clus-
ters of Sr cations that we expected to be high in energy for compari-
son. For each arrangement of Sr/La, we performed a relaxation start-
ing from the experimental coordinates for La2SrCr2O7 in A2/a, Pnam
and A21am; this produced 36 × 3 = 108 structures with varying Sr/La
distributions for further investigation. We expect this set of structures
is sufficient to study structural and energetic trends relevant to the
experimental data. The full list of structures we considered and the
symmetry of each is enumerated in Table S3 in the Supporting In-
formation. Note that due to the A-site cation disorder, our final, re-
laxed structures are lower in symmetry than the starting A2/a, Pnam
and A21am structures.
Each of the A2/a, Pnam and A21am space groups is a subgroup of
Amam (with the La and Sr ions in their expected positions) and differ
in the pattern of octahedral tilting about the c axis. We thus use
Amam as a reference structure, since La2SrCr2O7 in this space group
does not have octahedral tilts about c. Figure 4 shows that various
distributions of Sr/La can result in structures that are lower in energy
than the Amam reference structure with Sr and La on their expected
sites. The relaxations starting from A2/a, Pnam and A21am always
resulted in three structures with similar energies. The three initial
structures relaxed into identical structures for some of the Sr/La dis-
tributions, but in these cases the relaxed energy is typically higher
than that of the Amam reference structure. The energies shown in
Figure 4 are shown again in Figure S6, in the Supporting Infor-
mation, with the x-axis changed to be the mean Sr-Sr distance, con-
firming the general trend that A-site arrangements with Sr cations
spread out are lower in energy.
Thorough examination of the low energy (compared to Amam) re-
laxed structures in Figure 4 revealed that the lowest energy structure
for each Sr/La distribution has A2/a-like octahedral tilts about c, with
a single exception. Sometimes one or both of the relaxations started
from Pnam or A21am coordinates relaxed into the same structure as
the relaxation started from A2/a coordinates. For the low energy
6Sr/La distributions, these identical structures have octahedral tilts
about c corresponding to the A2/a symmetry. Since the lowest energy
structure for all but one of the Sr/La distributions has primarily A2/a-
like octahedral tilts about c, we conclude it is the most stable space
group and now focus on analyzing structural trends within the A2/a-
like structures.
We analyzed structural trends among the 36 A2/a-like structures to
better understand the interplay between A-site disorder and octahe-
dral tilts. The large number of structures, combined with their low
symmetry and Sr/La disorder, demanded a systematic, quantitative
approach. We decided to focus on searching for correlations between
octahedral tilts about c (since the experimentally considered struc-
tures differ in their c-axis tilting patterns) and other structural fea-
tures. The first challenge was to determine how to quantify the mag-
nitude of tilting about the c axis. We would normally perform a rig-
orous symmetry-adapted mode analysis to obtain such information,
but in this case A-site disorder makes such an approach extremely
challenging. As an alternative we used bond valence discrepancy
factors to quantify the average bonding environment of the equatorial
oxygen atoms Oeq (that is, the oxygen atoms that reside in the CrO2
layers) which will be directly affected by octahedral tilts about c. The
discrepancy factor 33 is defined as the difference between the formal
valence of a particular ion, and the calculated bond valence sum for
the same ion in the structure of interest. A discrepancy factor of zero
thus indicates that the ion is ideally coordinated. A positive discrep-
ancy factor indicates underbonding (the cation-anion bonds are too
long compared to the ideal, strain-free coordination environment in
the bond valence model), whereas a negative discrepancy factor indi-
cates overbonding (cation-anion bonds are too short). In addition, we
calculated the values of 47 different structural features for each of our
relaxed materials and performed a linear correlation analysis to guide
the search for trends between these features and the bonding envi-
ronment of the equatorial oxygens. The structural features included,
for example, Cr-O-Cr bond angles, CrO6 volumes and distortion
indices (defined as the average fractional deviation of Cr-O bond
lengths from the average Cr-O bond length in a CrO6 octahedron34),
and bond valence discrepancy factors for each atom; the full list of
features, along with details of our linear correlation analysis, can be
found in the Supporting Information. Our analysis revealed strong
correlations between the bonding environment of the Oeq anions and
the average maximum Cr-O bond length, the Cr-O-Cr “in-plane”
angle (this is the Cr-O-Cr angle assuming the three ions lie in the
same plane, which emphasizes octahedral rotations about c rather
than the in plane axes that dominate the Cr-O-Cr), the ratio of Sr to
La in the perovskite layer, the average CrO6 distortion index and the
average discrepancy factor of La cations in the rock salt layers (Lars).
We take averages for certain quantities because there is more than
one unique atomic environment for the atoms of interest. What do
these correlations mean chemically and physically?
Figure 5 shows a plot of the average CrO6 distortion index against
the discrepancy factors of both the Oeq anions, and the Lars cations,
for A2/a energy minimized structures with a range of Sr/La cation
distributions. The analogous discrepancy factors from the Sr/La cati-
on-ordered Amam reference structure are also plotted in Figure 5. If
we first consider the broad relationship between the Sr/La distribu-
tion (as indicated by the color of the points in Figure 5) and the CrO6
distortion index, we observe that the CrO6 distortion index in the
Amam reference structure (0.02578) is much larger than typically
observed experimentally in other Cr3+ oxides. For comparison the
distortion indices of Cr3+O6 octahedra in the experimentally deter-
mined structures for BiCrO3, LaCrO3, PrCrO3, GdCrO3, TbCrO3,
YCrO3, HoCrO3, TmCrO3, YbCrO3, LuCrO3, InCrO3 and ScCrO3 are
respectively 0.00268,35 0.01143,36 0.00488,36 0.00181,36 0.0423,36
0.0044,36 0.00347,36 0.00083,36 0.00455,36 0.00445,36 0.01032,37 and
0.00651.37 The remaining data in Figure 5 show that as an increasing
fraction of the Sr cations are moved into the rock salt layer, the CrO6
distortion index decreases dramatically. Further insight into this
Figure 5. The average discrepancy factor, in valence units (v.u.) of
La cations in the rock salt layer and equatorial oxygen ions as a func-
tion of the average CrO6 distortion index with various A-site distribu-
tions. Light purple points correspond to the reference Amam structure
with the expected A-site cation ordering.
Figure 6. The average maximum Cr-O bond length as a function of
the average CrO6 distortion index with various A-site distributions.
Light purple points correspond to the reference Amam structure with
the expected A-site cation ordering. As the mean maximum Cr-O
bond length increases, the mean CrO6 distortion index increases line-
arly. The maximum of each is reached in the Amam structure with La
and Sr cations on their expected sites.
observation can be gained by noting that there is an almost linear
relation between the average maximum Cr-O bond length and CrO6
distortion index, as shown in Figure 6. This highlights the fact that
the relatively large CrO6 distortion index observed for the cation-
ordered Amam reference structure can be attributed to a single long
bond between the chromium and the axial oxide ion residing within
the rock salt layer. As more strontium is moved into the rock salt
layers, this axial Cr-O bond length decreases, and thus the CrO6 dis-
tortion index decreases.
The coupling between the Sr/La distribution and the Cr-O axial
bond length can be accounted for by a simple electrostatic interac-
7tion. When the La and Sr cations are ordered within the Amam refer-
ence structure, there are negatively charged CrO2 layers sandwiched
between a positively charged LaO rock salt layer and a charge neutral
SrO perovskite layer. In this situation the positively charged Cr at-
oms displace towards the neutral SrO layer, leading to a single long
bond between Cr and an apical oxygen in the LaO layer. As the
La/Sr distribution is disordered, the charges of the rock salt and per-
ovskite AO layers become more even and the tendency for Cr to
undergo this distortion decreases, leading to a more uniform set of
Cr-O bond lengths. We can therefore see that one of the drivers for
the disordering of the La and Sr cations is to decrease the asymmetry
of the CrO6 units and thus strengthen the Cr-O bonding. However, as
noted above, in the absence of octahedral tilts around the c-axis,
Sr/La disorder is energetically unfavorable, so the strengthening of
the Cr-O bonds alone is not sufficient to disorder the A-cations.
An indication of the role of the octahedral rotations in stabilizing
the observed structure of La2SrCr2O7 can also be seen in Figure 5,
which shows that in addition to the adoption of more symmetric CrO6
units, the disordering of the Sr/La cations leads to an improvement in
the Oeq bonding environment; these oxygen ions are significantly
overbonded (compressed) in the Sr/La ordered Amam structure, and
this overbonding is relieved somewhat by the unusual experimentally
observed Sr/La distribution. However, the improvements in the bond-
ing environments of Oeq and Cr come at the expense of a deteriora-
tion in the Lars bonding environment. The La cations are slightly
overbonded in the cation-ordered Amam reference structure and be-
come increasingly underbonded as the concentration of Sr in the
perovskite layers decreases. How do these observations relate to oc-
tahedral tilts about c?
Figure 7 shows the same data as Figure 5, but with the average “in-
plane” Cr-O-Cr angle as abscissa. Now we see that this angle also
decreases from 180° (indicating an increasing magnitude of tilts
about c) as the concentration of Sr in the perovskite layers decreases,
with an associated improvement/deterioration of the Oeq/Lars bonding
environments. Summarizing the arguments above, we observe that
the principal driver for the disordering of the La and Sr cations is the
desire to lower the charge difference between the La-O rock salt and
Sr-O perovskite layers, and thus make the CrO6 units more symmet-
ric. As noted previously, in the absence of octahedral tilts around the
c-axis, the stabilization of the Cr-O bonding is not sufficient to over-
come the inherent stability of Sr/La A-site ordered configuration, so
Sr/La disorder is not observed. However, in addition to equalizing the
charges of the rock salt and perovskite layers, Sr/La disorder locally
breaks symmetry about the equatorial oxygens, allowing them to
displace and the CrO6 units rotate. This allows the Oeq bonding to be
optimized and in combination the improvement to the bonding of
both the chromium and equatorial oxide ions is sufficient to make the
cation-disordered, ΦΦΦz /ΦΦΦz distorted structure more stable than
the cation-ordered Amam arrangement.
The importance of the optimization of the CrO6 bonding as a driv-
ing force for the Sr/La cation disorder, and the associated ΦΦΦz
/ΦΦΦz distortion, is highlighted by comparing the La2SrCr2O7 sys-
tem to other n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper phases, most notably the Fe3+
containing Ln2AEFe2O7 (AE = Sr, Ba) series. As noted above
La2SrFe2O7 adopts an undistorted n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper structure
(space group I4/mmm) with a 53:47 Sr:La ratio on the perovskite A-
site.28 Likewise La2BaFe2O7 adopts an undistorted structure with a
73:37 Ba:La ratio on the perovskite A-site.28 Thus both phases favour
locating the large AE2+ cation on the perovskite A-site (compared to
the 33:66 AE2+:La3+ ratio expected statistically) and neither exhibit
any collective rotations of their FeO6 octahedra, in strong contrast to
La2SrCr2O7. A further contrast to the chromium system is that both
La2SrFe2O7 and La2BaFe2O7 exhibit highly distorted FeO6 units. As
noted above the primary distortion mode of the CrO6 octahedra in our
calculations is the lengthening of the bond between chromium and
the axial oxide ion in the rock salt layer. If we define a further distor-
tion parameter, MO6-axial-distort (MO6-ad), as the ratio of the M-O
bonds to the axial oxide ions in the rock salt and perovskite layers
(MO6-d = M-Ors/M-Op) then we observe the FeO6 units in La2SrFe2O7
and La2BaFe2O7 yield values of 1.12 and 1.14 respectively,28 com-
pared to a value of 1.03 for La2SrCr2O7. These observations are
Figure 7. The average discrepancy factor of La cations in the rock
salt layer and equatorial oxygen ions as a function of the average “in-
plane” Cr-O-Cr angle with various A-site distributions. Light purple
points correspond to the reference Amam structure with the expected
A-site cation ordering.
consistent with the idea that i) the ‘normal’ A-cation distribution of
AE2+ on the perovskite A-site and La3+ on the rock salt A-site induc-
es a distortion into the MO6 octahedra and ii) the desire to accommo-
date the Cr3+ cations in highly symmetric CrO6 units leads to the
adoption of the novel A-cation-disordered, ΦΦΦz /ΦΦΦz distorted
structure observed for La2SrCr2O7.
The strong preference for locating Cr3+ centers in highly symmet-
ric octahedral coordinations, in comparison to other transition metal
cations such as Fe3+, is also consistent with similar observations
made for Cr3+centres in a wide variety of other chemical systems.
This wider observation is justified on the basis of the maximum lig-
and-field stabilization energy (LFSE) associated with the t2g3eg0 local
electronic configuration of Cr3+, compared to the zero net LFSE for
the t2g3eg2 configuration of Fe3+.38 On lowering the symmetry of the
MO6 units M-O bonding will be compromised, however in the case
of Fe3+ the associated lowering in energy of the occupied eg antibond-
ing orbitals will help to mitigate this, reducing the energy penalty for
the distortion of Fe3+O6 units compared to Cr3+O6 units. This leads us
to suggest that we would expect to see a similar coupling of the A-
site cation order and octahedral rotations as observed in La2SrCr2O7
in other n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper phases which contain ‘un-
distortable’ transition metal cations, such as the as yet unreported
phase La2SrRh2O7, in which the expected low-spin t2g6eg0 electronic
configuration of Rh3+ should strongly resist distortions to the RhO6
octahedra.
Conclusion
The complex coupling between the rotations of the CrO6 octahedra
and the La/Sr A-site distribution of La2SrCr2O7 clearly demonstrates
that the cooperative, symmetry-lowering distortions of n = 2 Rud-
dlesden-Popper phases are not solely directed by the structural toler-
ance factor. Instead it appears that the structures adopted by these
phases are determined by a number of different parameters in combi-
nation. This multiplicity of factors influencing the distorted structures
of n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper phases provides many opportunities to
direct the tilting arrangements in layered perovskite phases, to tune
8both the magnitude of the B-O-B angles and the symmetry of the
cooperatively distorted network.
In the specific case of La2SrCr2O7 we can see that the apparent en-
ergy penalty associated with distorting the CrO6 octahedra couples
together the A-cation distribution and the octahedral rotations. This
suggests that if isovalent A-cation substitutions are made to
La2SrCr2O7 (e.g. Ca2+ for Sr2+ or a smaller lanthanide for La3+) which
lead to changes in the distribution of the AE2+ and Ln3+ cations be-
tween the A-sites in the perovskite and rock salt layers, there will be
resulting changes to the cooperative rotations of the CrO6 octahedra
over and above those expected on the grounds of the changing toler-
ance factor. Thus this new coupling between A-site distribution and
octahedral rotation could provide a route to realizing as-yet unseen
structural configurations and facilitate the preparation of phases with
desired polar distortions. In addition there is an intriguing possibility
that the coupling could be used ‘in reverse’ to generate novel A-
cation ordering schemes in Ruddlesden-Popper phases by utilizing
the inflexibility of certain octahedrally coordinated B-cations.
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9SYNOPSIS TOC
The n = 2 Ruddlesden-Popper phase La2SrCr2O7 adopts a highly unusual structural configuration in which the cooperative
rotations of the CrO6 octahedra are out of phase in all three Cartesian directions (ΦΦΦz /ΦΦΦz; a-a-c-/ a-a-c-). First principles
DFT calculations indicate that this unusual structural arrangement can be attributed to coupling between the La/Sr A-site
distribution and the rotations of the CrO6 units, which combine to relieve the local deformations of the chromium-oxygen
octahedra.
